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The trial and judgments of divorces in Gong AN Bu are of vital historical value on
the study of marital situation of Batavia’s Chinese society. Besides cultural infusion
and integration, the particular social background and social activities together shaped
the unique divorce system.
Chapter 1 describes the divorce notion and its evolution of Batavia’s Chinese
society, and analyzes reasons of the evolution. Based on the statistics and analysis of
divorce data in Gong An BU, we find that the divorce rate of Batavia’s Chinese
society was not low, and women had rights to divorce, such situation could be
contributed to the social background and the composition of Chinese society then.
Chapter 2 elaborates on the divorce system of Batavia’s Chinese society, including
the subjects and main reasons of divorces, legal procedure, legal basis for courts to
decide divorce and the legal effect of divorce, from which we find the divorce system
was quite unique. Because of the dependent economic status, women mostly
demanded divorce for economic reasons, while men mostly sued for divorce when
their wives were unchaste or not virtuous. The Chinese Court mediated or judge on
divorce cases based upon Qing Code, Chinese traditional habits etc..
Chapter 3 elaborates on the legal provisions about divorce in Qing Code, the
practice and implementation of the divorce laws, and also conducts a comparative
analysis with the divorce system of Batavia’s Chinese society, through which we may
further learn the features of the latter. In addition, analyzing reasons of difference of
Batavia’s Chinese society and Qing Dynasty as regards of the practice and
implementation of the divorce systems. It is found that under the social context at the
time, the Chinese in Batavia not only inherited traditional culture, but were also
influenced by local culture and colonial policy, therefore the divorce system of
Batavia’s Chinese society progressed and developed with Chinese traditional culture
color.
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